Heavy Suits, Overcoats, Ulsters, Fur-lined Coats

ANGORA and SHETLAND KNITTED GARMENTS, ATTRACTIVE NECK-WEAR, SHIRTS, HOSIERY, ETC.

Novelties in Hats: from London and the Continent

SEND Novelties in Hat; from London and SMOKERS' ARTICLES

MADEWAY CO., SOUTH COURT, SECOND ST., BOSTON.

Established 1847

THOS. F. GALVIN, Inc.

21 Tremont St., Boylston cor. Huntington Avenue, Boston

24 Tremont St., Boylston cor. Fairfield BOSTON

B B B Pipes

Schrayer's

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC CIGARS

and SMOKERS' ARTICLES

New Process Inlaying Guaranteed not to Split. Loosens.

44 School St., Boston, Mass.

SE MOSIE COCOA

Are worth an acquaintance. They possess all the good points.

Hygienic methods, skilled workmen, and the choicest material—briefly tell the story of their manufacture. Give them a trial and you will surely make a friend.

Samset Choco'ates Co.,: a trial and you will surely make a friend.

The Freshmen are putting on the final touches to the working of their already well-developed football team. Their line is fairly heavy, averaging about 165 pounds, and is well suited for the close game which they may play almost exclusively. The Sophomores, in general, the same kind of a game, so there is no reason to believe the plunges next Friday.

The team has almost enough backs to make an eleven. Of those, Seydel, Bellatti, Hadley, Morse and Howlett are doing some fine kicking. Howlett and Howlett are the taking care of every thing that comes around the ends.

The first half of the 1915 team compares favorably with the Sophos. The Freshmen are stronger on the offensive than on the defensive, and it's to be their disadvantage, as the Sophomores play a strong offensive game.

AGENCIES OPEN.

T. C. A. Offers Opportunities For Employment.

The Graduate Secretary of the Christian Association has on hand a few good opportunities to earn money for fellows endeavoring to pay their way through the Institute. Letters are received from time to time from firms willing to introduce their goods, and apparently thinking that the Association is the readiest means by which they can obtain selling agents. The best the Association can do is to make it known as generally as possible that these opportunities are open and that all information it possesses will be gladly furnished to anyone contemplating undertaking any of this work.

At present three firms offer commissions on the sale of various articles, including college and fraternity goods and a patent flexible book-case; also Doherty Company desires agents to sell their Sliding Rule Attachment for Engineers. Further particulars may be obtained by calling at the office of the Association, Room 5, Eng.

It is rather heavy.

Andover.

COES & STODDER

Desirable Shoes for Students

10 TO 14 SCHOOL ST.

You'll Need that

HEAVY OVERCOAT

For the Football Game

Order Now and Don't Be Disappointed

TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS UPWARD,

BURKE & CO., Inc., - TAILORS

15 School St., Boston 7 Main Street, Andover

243 Washington St., Boston Hanover, N. H.

1246 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge